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An integrated experiment relevant to fast ignition . A Cu-doped deuterated polymer spherical shell
target with an inserted hollow Au cone is imploded by a six-beam 900-J, 1-ns laser. A 10-ps, 70-J
laser pulse is focused into the cone at the time of peak compression. The flux of high-energy
electrons through the imploded material is determined from the yield of Cu K� fluorescence by
comparison with a Monte Carlo model. The electrons are estimated to carry about 15% of the laser
energy. Collisional and Ohmic heating are modeled, and Ohmic effects are shown to be relatively
unimportant. An electron spectrometer shows significantly greater reduction of the transmitted
electron flux than is calculated in the model. Enhanced scattering by instability-induced magnetic
fields is suggested. An extension of this fluor-based technique to measurement of coupling efficiency
to the ignition hot spot in future larger-scale fast ignition experiments is outlined. © 2008 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2834727�

I. INTRODUCTION

Compared to conventional “central hot spot” inertial
confinement fusion, fast ignition �FI� �Ref. 1� may lead to a
higher gain, reduced ignition threshold, and less stringent
driver uniformity and target smoothness requirements, with
substantially improved prospects for inertial fusion energy.2,3

The first integrated FI experiments demonstrated 20% effi-
cient coupling of 1-ps pulse laser energy to a long-pulse laser
imploded plasma using first 60-J �Refs. 4 and 5�, and then
350-J �Ref. 6� pulses.

Modeling7 shows that for full-scale FI, �18 kJ of par-
ticle energy injected in �40 �m diameter is required to ig-
nite compressed DT plasma at a density of 300 g cm−3. As-
suming the reported 20% coupling efficiency, this implies
that 90 kJ of laser energy would be needed in the short-pulse
laser. To generate the required 2-MeV electron energy—the
optimum for ignition—the laser pulse must have an appro-
priate intensity. Constraining the intensity, while supplying
the required energy in the required area, leads to pulse dura-
tions close to the upper limit which is the inertial confine-
ment time of 10–20 ps, and significantly longer than used in
integrated experiments to date.4,6

Here we report the first integrated experiment using

10-ps pulses, albeit at much lower intensity than is envisaged
for full-scale fast ignition. A spherical shell of Cu-doped
deuterated polymer �atomic composition CD1·4� with an in-
serted hollow Au cone was imploded using a powerful nano-
second laser pulse. An intense 10-ps laser pulse was focused
into the cone at the time of maximum compression. The
electron flux through the implosion was measured from
Cu K� fluorescence. This fluor-based method was first ap-
plied to the study of energy transport by laser generated rela-
tivistic electrons in planar solid targets.8 It makes use of the
fact that the cross section for excitation of K� emission by
electron collisions varies only weakly above the threshold
energy over a multi-MeV range of energies thus providing a
good diagnostic of the flux of relativistic electrons. The fluo-
rescence has been selectively imaged using near normal in-
cidence spherical Bragg crystal imagers for which crystals
have been found matching Cu and Ti K� and the absolute
emission has been determined using single hit CCD record-
ing as discussed in this paper. The method has potential for
application in future larger-scale integrated experiments be-
cause it gives a K� signature predominantly from the region
where the product of imploded plasma density and electron
flux density is highest.
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II. THE IMPLODED PLASMA

Six orthogonal beams from the Vulcan laser9 drove the
implosion. They had jitter-free synchronization with a
chirped pulse amplification �CPA� short pulse, both long and
short pulses being derived from the same seed pulse. The
implosion drive was 0.9 kJ in 1 ns at 1.05 �m wavelength,
with an approximately Gaussian pulse shape. The beams
were focused with f /2.5 lenses with the marginal rays tan-
gential on the microballoon targets. These were unfilled
spherical CD1·4 shells doped at 0.7 at. % with Cu and typi-
cally 486 �m in diameter and 6 �m thick. An Au hollow
cone inserted in the shell was 10 �m thick at its tip, which
had a 30-�m flat end, located 40 �m from the center of the
shell. The tapered Au thickness increased to 40 �m at the
wall of the shell. The cone length was 1 mm with an exterior
full angle of 44° and an interior full angle of 26°.

Diagnostics directly relevant to this report included a
single hit CCD spectrometer recording Cu K� and an elec-
tron spectrometer. The experimental configuration is de-
scribed more fully elsewhere, together with detailed charac-
terization of the implosion trajectory and density by ps pulse
Ti K� radiography10,11 and multi-MeV proton radiography.12

The key measured implosion parameters were: time of peak
compression �3.2 ns after the peak of the drive pulse�, com-
pressed plasma diameter �100 �m�, peak density �4 g cm−3�,
and density � radius product �20 mg cm−2�. Hydrodynamic
modeling with the HYDRA code matched to the implosion
time, indicated 9�106 cm s−1 peak velocity of the implosion
and a temperature at stagnation of 75 eV.11 These implosion
conditions are particularly relevant for FI being close in den-
sity and temperature to the cone tip conditions in full-scale
FI designs13 and, therefore, provide a test bed for possible
unstable electron transport at the cone tip.

III. THE ELECTRON SOURCE CREATED
BY THE SHORT-PULSE LASER

The 10-ps duration short-pulse was focused at f /3 into
the tip of the hollow cone. The average energy on the target
was 70 J with a peak intensity in the vacuum of 3
�1018 W cm−2. The focal spot had broad wings, and half the
power was delivered at an intensity �10% of the peak inten-
sity. There was an amplified spontaneous emission �ASE�
prepulse of a few ns duration, with an energy approximately
10−4 of the main pulse energy. This created subcritical den-
sity plasma with a scale length at a critical density of about
3 �m inferred from two-dimensional hydrodynamic model-
ing. It is known that self-focusing in the preformed plasma
can enhance the laser intensity at the critical density14 where
most of the absorption occurs, and that absorption at the
critical density produces temperatures similar to the pondero-
motive energy15 for the intensities here, which are well be-
low the level for significant light pressure effects on the
temperature.16 In addition, electron acceleration processes at
subcritical density can generate electrons with temperatures
higher than the ponderomotive energy, producing a higher
temperature tail on the energy spectrum. Computer modeling
suggests that reflection at the walls of the cone can enhance
the intensity at its tip and that electrons can be guided along

the cone wall to the cone tip.17 These rather complex factors
together determine the temperature and laser-to-electron en-
ergy conversion efficiency of the electron source at the cone
tip.

Electron energy spectra along the axis of the CPA beam
were measured for electrons escaping from the target using a
magnetic deflection spectrometer in vacuum equipped with
image plate detection. Details of these measurements have
been published earlier.10 Spectra are shown in Fig. 1. The
temperature of the spectrum is about 1.3 MeV in the 2–6-
MeV range for a free-standing cone. It is important to note
that the energy spectrum of electrons escaping from the tar-
get into vacuum is only indirectly related to that of the gen-
erated electrons. A few percent of the electrons escape, the
rest is trapped by formation of a Debye sheath at the target
surface. Escaping electrons lose energy to the sheath poten-
tial. The sheath potential also varies in time. For a fixed
sheath potential and a Boltzmann energy spectrum, the es-
caping electrons have the same temperature as the source
electrons. For a two-temperature distribution, the sheath po-
tential may trap the lower-energy electrons so that escaping
electrons have a higher temperature.

A multi-temperature distribution is expected, reflecting
both the vacuum spatial distribution of intensity, its modifi-
cation by reflection in the cone, self-focusing and interac-
tions at subcritical density, and changes due to the sheath
potential. Consequently, the observed 1.2-MeV slope tem-
perature of the energy spectrum in Fig. 2 is not inconsistent
with the 400-keV ponderomotive potential at the 3
�1018 W cm−2 vacuum peak intensity of the irradiation.

IV. MEASUREMENT OF K� FLUORESCENCE

The yield of Cu K� fluorescence was measured with a
single hit CCD spectrometer �Spectral Instruments x-ray
CCD camera with a 2048�2048 pixel back-thinned CCD
chip with a pixel size of 13-�m recorded with 16-bit reso-
lution� from the rear of the target at an angle of 27° relative
to the CPA beam. The absolute yield was determined from
knowledge of the quantum efficiency, the subtended solid
angle, and the filter transmission.18 The data in Fig. 2 show

FIG. 1. Electron energy spectra from a free-standing cone �1� and via an
implosion �2�.
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the spectrum from a 20-�m-thick Cu foil irradiated at low
energy �20 J� exhibiting the expected ratio of K� and K� for
cold Cu K shell fluorescence.

The spectrum from a full-energy cone-target implosion
with the short pulse timed to coincide with peak compression
is also shown in Fig. 2. Here, the K� originates from the
electron source generated by the 10-ps pulse and injected via
the tip of the cone into the Cu-doped imploded plasma.
There might also be a contribution from the nanosecond laser
irradiation of the microballoon. Null tests were conducted
with long pulse ablation only of the Cu-doped CD microbal-
loon; no detectable K� yield was observed with the CCD
spectrometer. We conclude, therefore, that the spectrum in
Fig. 2 is emitted from the short-pulse generated electrons
traversing the imploded plasma.

The absence of K� gives further support to this interpre-
tation and is attributed to thermal ionization of M shell elec-
trons in Cu. Multiconfiguration Dirac Fock �MCDF�
calculations19 were used to compute how K� is reduced in
intensity relative to K�, shifted to higher energy and broad-
ened with increasing ionization. The 75-eV temperature of
the imploded plasma at peak compression is sufficient to
ionize Cu to 9+. The MCDF calculations indicate that for
Cu9+, the K� line is suppressed relative to K� by an order of
magnitude.

The maximum measured absolute yield of K� from an
implosion was 1.1�1011 K� photons per steradian.

This understanding is a significant change relative to our
earlier preliminary analysis.10 In that report, we discussed the
puzzling result that data from a Bragg crystal imager gave no
detectable image of the K� emission from the implosion

core. We have since shown that the frequency shift of K� in
hot plasma causes major reduction in the reflection efficiency
of the extremely narrow band crystal imager, which is con-
sistent with no detectable image of the K�.20 Future use of
an imager with a bandwidth sufficient to avoid this problem
is planned for larger-scale integrated fast ignition experi-
ments.

V. THE COUPLING EFFICIENCY OF LASER ENERGY
TO ENERGY IN ELECTRONS INJECTED
INTO THE IMPLOSION

A key parameter in fast ignition is the coupling effi-
ciency from short-pulse laser energy to the ignition hot spot,
and in the present work, the absolute yield of K� is used to
infer the flux of electrons injected into the imploded plasma.

To interpret the present data, we applied Monte Carlo
modeling with ITS �the integrated Tiger series of coupled
Monte Carlo transport codes21� with various assumed Boltz-
mann temperatures in the electron source. 106 electrons were
injected uniformly via a 30-�m-source diameter �the tip of
the cone� in a 30° cone angle �similar to experimental obser-
vations of the cone angle of electron transport we made
earlier8�, and the injection plane was located 40 �m from the
center of the density profile in Fig. 3. The K� yield was
computed using the published collision cross section,22 and
the total energy in the electrons was obtained by scaling their
number to fit the experimentally measured K� yield. The
sensitivity to changes in the assumed source area and cone
angle of the electrons in these calculations was found to be
slight because of the rather large imploded plasma. Sensitiv-
ity to the peak density in the implosion assuming conserva-
tion of mass, was such that if the density were higher, the
deduced energy in the electrons would be reduced as �−2/3.
The greatest sensitivity in these estimates was to the electron
temperature as shown in Fig. 4, where the conversion effi-
ciency of laser energy to energy in the electron beam is plot-
ted as a function of the assumed source temperature.

FIG. 2. �a� The single hit CCD Cu K shell fluorescence spectrum from an
imploded shell and �b� from a Cu foil at low energy.

FIG. 3. Heating model: Solid line, density ��50� g cm−3; line with squares,
Ohmic potential ��5� keV; dashed line, temperature in eV; and dotted line,
temperature in eV with no Ohmic heating.
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The source temperature, as discussed previously, is a dis-
tribution that has an upper bound of 1.2 MeV measured by
the electron spectrometer, and at its low end, includes the
ponderomotive potential estimate of 0.4 MeV. The mean is
0.75 MeV, and this temperature, see Fig. 3, implies a con-
version efficiency of 15% of the laser energy to electrons.
Taking the previously discussed temperature extremes, a
conservative range of uncertainty is from 7% to 22%.

VI. MODELING OF THE ELECTRON TRANSPORT

A model was formulated to examine the effects of
Ohmic and collisional heating using as an input the typical
15% of total energy and 0.75-MeV temperature of the elec-
tron source. The density profile of the CD was deduced di-
rectly from the radiography. The initial temperature and de-
gree of ionization, 75 eV and Z=4, respectively, were
obtained indirectly from the implosion velocity. The geom-
etry of the electron injection was the same as was used in the
Monte Carlo model. Plasma resistivity has its maximum
value23 at a plateau around 30–50 eV, with decreasing resis-
tivity at higher temperatures in the Spitzer regime for
T�100 eV. In this model, the resistivity was approximated
iteratively as the value at the spatial average temperature
and density resulting from the analysis �which was
3�10−7 � m from the Sesame tabulation24�. The energy de-
posited per unit mass was calculated by injecting electrons in
energy bins and calculating their collisional energy loss �us-
ing a recent analytic model for electrons in plasma25� and
their Ohmic potential energy, stepping through axial zones
along the axis of the energy transport and assuming an equal
return current density. The associated collisional and Ohmic
heating were also calculated. Temperature rise and degree of
ionization were deduced from the Sesame tables. Hydrody-
namic and thermal conduction effects were neglected. Figure
3 shows the results.

The temperature maximum was 166 eV located at the
entry plane. The absence of implosion core emission in the

x-ray pinhole camera images and of measurable thermo-
nuclear neutron yield, put upper bounds of 250 and 750 eV,
respectively, on the short-pulse heating of the implosion
core, which is consistent with the above 166-eV maximum
temperature from the transport modeling. The combined
Ohmic and collisional heating is greatest at the entry plane
because there, the electron flux density is highest and the
density is lowest. Ohmic heating contributes only modestly
to the temperature rise as evidenced by the plot in Fig. 3 with
no Ohmic heating. The 10-keV maximum Ohmic potential is
significantly smaller than the 750-keV electron temperature.
The relatively small range of deduced temperatures in Fig. 3
makes the approximation of spatially constant resistivity ad-
equate for the estimates made here. The fraction of the in-
jected electron energy absorbed in the target is 9%, a low
value consistent with the small mass per unit area and small
Ohmic potential.

VII. DISCUSSION OF THE ENERGY SPECTRA
OF ELECTRONS THAT ESCAPE FROM THE TARGET

In Fig. 1, the data from the electron spectrometer
showed that when the imploded plasma was present, there
was at least an order of magnitude reduction in the electron
signal in the range of 2–5 MeV. In most shots there was a
greater than 2 order of magnitude reduction to an undetect-
able level. These data imply either enhanced energy loss or
strong scattering. Electron spectrometer data from Kodama
et al.4 showed a similar but less pronounced reduction. Both
effects may be connected with strong excitation of the
Weibel-type and two-stream instabilities with associated tur-
bulent magnetic fields. Two-dimensional particle in cell
�PIC� modeling has shown that the resulting B fields can
strongly scatter the fast electrons.26 They can also create a
transport barrier by scattering of the return current and gen-
eration of an anomalous resistivity and large Ohmic
potential.27 Using the previously described model of the
electron transport, it was determined that 100-fold enhanced
resistivity in the model was needed to stop the penetration of
most of the electrons, but it raised the temperature in the
entry region above 3 keV to a level inconsistent with the
experimental absence of thermonuclear neutron and x-ray
emission from the heated implosion. Enhanced scattering is
therefore a more plausible explanation. Linear analysis28,29

gives the growth exponent of the Weibel-type instability,
which we estimate at 200 where the electron beam enters the
CD plasma.18 2D PIC numerical modeling17 for similar in-
jected beam conditions shows strong scattering of the fast
electrons. The linear analysis and PIC modeling strongly
suggest scattering by instability-generated B fields as the ex-
planation for the reduced signal. This could be an important
issue for fast ignition.

VIII. K� AS A DIAGNOSTIC OF COUPLING
EFFICIENCY IN FAST IGNITION

The present work has shown that the total yield of K�
can give a measure of the electron flux injected into the
implosion. The crucial coupling efficiency in fast ignition is
that of laser energy coupled via electron transport to the lim-

FIG. 4. Conversion fraction of laser energy to energy in electrons traversing
the implosion as a function of the temperature of the electrons.
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ited spatial region of the ignition hot spot. This can be mea-
sured by combining absolutely calibrated spatially cross-
referenced imaging of K� fluorescence with short-pulse
Compton radiography showing the density structure of the
implosion.30 Such a method could be used at up to full hy-
drodynamic scale for high gain FI, but with sub-ignition
short-pulse energy, in experiments that are envisaged at new
facilities including OMEGA EP, Firex I, and NIF ARC.31

Monte Carlo modeling indicates that a pinhole camera with a
K edge filter of the same element as the K� fluor would have
sufficient selectivity of photon energy to give images domi-
nated by K� but with sufficient bandwidth that the imaging
efficiency would be un affected by the temperature-induced
frequency shift of K�. The photon energy of the fluor should
be high enough for escape from the compressed plasma and
for brightness of fluorescence exceeding the background
from thermal emission from the plasma. Ag K� appears suit-
able on both counts. Tests of filtered pinhole camera imaging
of Ag K� will be reported in a future publication, and in the
longer term, the method described here is envisaged as a key
diagnostic of coupling efficiency in larger-scale integrated
fast ignition experiments.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have made the first measurement of
electron energy transport via an imploded plasma in a FI
cone-inserted target using a 10-ps pulse duration similar to
that required for full-scale experiments. We have demon-
strated a new K� fluorescence diagnostic to determine the
efficiency of converting laser energy to electron energy in-
jected into an implosion. The results suggest that for the
conditions of this experiment, about 15% of the laser energy
is converted to electron energy traversing the implosion. The
data also show an unexpectedly strong reduction of the elec-
tron flux density transmitted through the imploded plasma
and recorded in the vacuum, relative to that measured from
the cone without an implosion. It is concluded on the basis of
PIC modeling and linear instability theory that this is best
explained by scattering from strong B fields generated by
Weibel-type filamentation instability occurring where the
electrons leave the cone tip and enter the imploded plasma. A
scheme has been outlined for extending the K� diagnostic
method to measure the coupling efficiency between short-
pulse laser energy and the ignition hot spot in future larger-
scale integrated fast ignition experiments.
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